Want to learn some new magic? Want to buy some new magic? Victor Cohn, a long time member and good friend to Ring
96 has left his magic collection for us to sell. The money brought in from these sales will be split in half between Ring 96
and a kids Summer Camp that Victor liked to support. The share that Ring 96 keeps will help offset our monetary reserve
which is dwindling since we are not taking in the cash flow from the raffle that we usually do. So, anything you purchase
here will help support your club.
To make a purchase, e-mail Ring Secretary Cliff Gerstman at cliffg37@verizon.net The “winner” of the item will be either
the first one to make the request or, if you really love Ring 96, the highest bidder.
Most if not all of these items, and those to be posted in the future, are too big, or too heavy or too expensive to mail, so we
will have to meet either at my house in Long Beach, or at an agreed upon location. I will be wearing a mask, please do the
same.
Payment options: Prefer checks made out to “Ring 96.” If that does not work for you, we can talk.

A “14 of Hearts” and a “3 1/2 of Spades”
two novelty cards for all your forcing
needs! Two for $5!

Imagine seeing through a lie and always
knowing....the Truth.
The spectator is given a free choice of two
colored chips. They choose one and drop it into a
black bag, then the second chip is also placed
inside. Only the spectator knows the color of the
chosen chip. The magician NEVER sees the chips
as they are placed into the bag. The chips are
legitimately mixed by both the
magician and the spectator. The
spectator tries to mislead the
magician as to what color was
selected. But each time the
magician knows the Truth.

Teleport 12 pencils from one side to another: Show a
pencil box empty and place it aside, on top of your table
or give it to a kid to hold it. Now present another pencil
box, showing 12 pencils of different colors. Remove one
of them and give it to another kid to
hold, tell them that you are now going
to teleport all the pencils from one side
to another, wave your hand over the
pencils and they will vanish in a blink of
an eye! Now open the other box to
show that all the pencils have travel,
but not the one the kid was holding,
grab it and place it inside to complete
the 12 pencils box.

A 6" x 4", spiral-bound note pad is given to your
spectator. While you look away, the spectator writes any
number and then tears the page out. The paper is folded
several times and the pad is closed. This is all done while
you are still looking away. Under these circumstances,
with ZERO questions of ANY kind, you can instantly reveal
the number, with no re-opening of the pad. The method
is just brilliant, - straight out of Charlie's strolling
repertoire.
Remember - any number, any word,
any language, any symbol or picture.
IT GETS BETTER!. The pad is re-set and
ready to go again, - right in front of
your audience in less than 2 seconds!

This cute little cat will meow in the
presence of a chosen card. Special cards
and figurine cat included. This effect is
probably best in a close-up situation.

Three fish hang from ropes attached to
a long handle.
This is a
classic sucker
gag, that
includes the
ropes
changing
lengths while
out of sight.
No Instructions

The magician shows a solid wooden die and a wooden box with
two compartments and four doors the die is placed into one of
the compartments and the doors are closed. The box is tilted
to one side, and the audience can hear the die sliding into the
other compartment. The
magician
claims that
the die has

Not too sure what the hat is made of,
but it looks like it was never used.
Definitely a larger size hat, and comes
with a matching red bow tie.

"disappeared"!
the audience does not believe this so he opens the other door
to prove it. door to prove it. The audience is
fully aware that the die simply slid into the
other side of the wooden box. this is repeated a few more times and the audience is un-

Some red, some white one black, one
green etc.
Most of these
silks are
brand new in
the package
and never
used. If you
do silk magic,
this is a real
bargain.

11 bendable rubber like cell phones.
Gray back, black front designed to look
like a smart phone. Let your imagination
guide
you in
what
to
do
with
these
unusual props.

Maybe you could use this for a close-up
mat. Maybe you could
use this for
the shell
game.
Maybe
you
could use
this for drying your dishes.
I don’t know what Victor
planned to do with these,

This men’s wallet has 9 insert slots for credit
cards and business cards.
The wallet is also complimented with a flip up
slot for a person’s drivers license so it can be
easily accessible. There are 2 large cash pockets
to hold all one’s bills.
Each wallet comes in its own
matching gift box.
Faux Leather

This mentalist effect involves placing
colored balls on to the included tubes
and switching them around. No fooling
you though. The mentalist knows all.

These were designed for carrying
checks and paper money. They can also
be used magically. Use your
imagination and you’ll see bag switches,
switches inside one of these bags,
storage for multiple packet tricks, etc.
They are not marked, but
simply a solid dark blue. Use
them anyway you like.

Imagine borrowing an open bottle full of liquid (water,
soda, beer, etc.) and placing your hand over the opening.
Once the bottle is turned mouth down you can remove
your hand and amazingly the contents inside remain
suspended. The liquid can be made to leave the bottle at
the magician's command or the bottle can be inverted and
handed back to the spectator. This looks incredible!
Toothpicks or
matchsticks can be
inserted into the
mouth of the
bottle while it is

A Matt Marcy classic in which a selected vacation
spot and other information that could not be
known is surprisingly revealed by the mentalist.

Matt’s take on the classic Mental Epic premise. The
magician offers to read several audience members’ minds
without saying a word. He pulls out a flip chart, starts some
music, and the audience reads along as he makes 3
predictions, appearing to get them wrong along the way. In
the end, all of his predictions turn out to be correct. Filled
with laughs and a killer ending (just listen to the reactions
in the video clip — those are real laughs, and
this was just a small corporate performance
for 25 executives!), this solid, tested routine
has been a staple in Matt’s headline act and
corporate shows for years.

This plastic palette is perfect for a kids
show. Colors change and disappear in
the hands of the clever magician.
Priced to sell.

DVD and props included.

Six effects are covered on this VHS/DVD.
1. Flipped out

2. Sympathetic Cards

3. The Whole Thing

4. Hamman Eggs

5. Add-Ix & Trans Print

6. Camouflage & Six Mix
A must have for all packet
trick enthusiasts.

Six different lecture note packets from
Daryl. Instant collectors Item.

The performer displays a cloth bag to the
audience and turns it inside out again
and again. Each time the bag is shown,
the cloth has changed in design and
color! Finally, a zipper
appears on the bag and the
performer removes a banana
or other item!

Set of three different lecture notes from
lecture master Aldo Colombini.

